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Houston, We Have A Problem!

The world is not working well
“Floods, earthquakes, volcanoes, drought, and SIN!
and we all know it! Violence,
Crime, Divorce. Does evil reign?
Bible is “beyond any reasonable doubt”
as they say in court. Something very
unnatural occurred in the human race
In my book called, “Shattered By
and we all inherited, “original sin.” It is
Pride”, I established the invisible
sometimes called “ancestral sin” and
causes for my blindness and failures.
I extensively researched , studied and is embedded deeply in our flesh and
examined the social sciences for the
physical being. You can't escape it as
roots of negative human behavior, but it pulls us like gravity towards wrong
psychology, philosophy, and sociology choices or behavior. Your child has
gone astray, your spouse has
could not answer my questions. Why
abandoned you or some form of
are we so prone to moral, ethical and
criminal actions? None of us are
injustice has fallen on you. These
issues in many cases can be traced
exempt from some form of wrongful
directly back to original sin in a person.
behavior. Now, humanity is trying to
There are Seven Deadly Sins that
change society to fit our sinful ways.
Surprisingly, the one book I discovered birth all kinds of havoc in your life.
which provided me the long sought
They are: Pride, Envy, Anger, Greed,
Laziness, Lust and Gluttony. Centuries
after answers was the Bible. Now,
ago these sins were used to explain
don't write me off as some religious
human behavior. It is only recently that
zealot. Please open your mind to the
possibility that the Bible does have the we discovered and used the science of
psychology to help explain human
secret truths and solutions to
problems. However, sin has no
humankind's grave dilemma.
Let's just accept that there is a God
boundaries and each of us have sin.
Even some very good people may
and He gave the writings of the
have personality strongholds that need
Bible to guide us in this brief life.
Whether you believe something or not, adjustment or it will cause conflict and
sin.
does not change the fact that its the
truth. The historical evidence of the
So, here comes the kicker, and the

The Proble m and Solution

Lifestyle Coaching
Would you like to:
1. Renew Your Life
2. Transform A Marriage
3. Rediscover Purpose
4. Recapture Dreams
5. Restore Hope
Coach, Author, Speaker and
Pastor, Gerry Leet had lost
his dreams and hope, but
discovered the “Missing Link”
to recover from his own self inflicted devastation. He can
guide you to a new start and
a new life by principles that
are unfailing. Call today!
902-252-9595

solution that I had, and many have
Can you help me
rejected. His name is Jesus Christ,
understand myself?
and He came to save us from our own
sinful flesh, and our wrong desires,
attitudes and conduct.
If society were to adapt His ways,
the crime and divorce rate would
dramatically fall. The seven deadly
sins that cause such turmoil and
destruction in personal lives would be
neutralized. There would be a hope
beyond the trials of this world and a
new freedom. Please contact me to
start your new journey of overcoming
and conquering deadly issues in your
life.
I'm cute, but I may make
wrong choices in life!

Life Is All About Me!
I want it and want it now!

Crime Prevention By The Book
“The Holy Bible”
Crime has numerous visible causation factors that
include alcohol and drug addiction, poverty,
psychological issues, and educational opportunity.
There are also invisible origins that can be related to the
Shattered By Pride
seven deadly sins. We arrive in this world seemingly
innocent, but given various issues of genetics,
“Trouble Never Leaves You,
personality challenges and family conditions, we may
The Way It Found You”
falter or fail in life. We don't have to teach our children
Shattered By Pride is a riveting true how to be bad at times, they will naturally do it. As we
grow into adults, we carry our human faults and sinful
story that will keep the reader
traits into life and our relationships. If we do not
enthralled and captivated from the
dramatic first pages, and throughout recognize our invisible liabilities, and do not confront
them, they may cause human conflicts, relationship
the tense emotional eighteen
strife and immoral or illegal activity.
chapters.
The mystery of this natural predicament requires a
It is a fast paced real life chronicle
force outside ourselves or our wills to change. This
that provides some chilling and
most serious quandary requires the power of God
unnerving accounts of one man's
to change. This is why the Church preaches the saving
fall from grace. You will be
power, forgiveness and grace of Jesus Christ to the
challenged to examine your own
whole world. There is no other true and lasting
behavior, choices in life and
solution to man's sinful state, but the teaching and
discover a new way of thinking,
daily relationship with Jesus Christ.
living and loving.

Genesis Report
The Local Church is the Still
the Hope for Every Community

Dr. Charles Stanley of In Touch
Ministries recently stated, “I've
been a believer long enough to
know that I can't live the Christian
life. This flesh of mine isn't any
better today than it was the day I was saved. Our flesh is corrupt and
its vices cannot be suppressed by any human means.”
We cannot defeat our inherited sinful nature on our own and we need
divine intervention to change. The local church can be the best
resource to begin the process of overcoming the invisible enemy
that wrecks your life. Our hope from the bondage of our sinful nature
can be only found in Jesus Christ. Your liberation and freedom from the
slavery of sin can be discovered by visiting your parish. The World or
Google cannot deliver us from our sinful nature, only God can. He will
meet you each and every Sunday at your local church.

Dangerous Surrender (read at your own risk)
Kay Warren who is Rick Warren's wife (Purpose Driven Life) wrote
“Dangerous Surrender” which is a powerful, explosive and profound
account of how she battled the, “kingdom of me.” She was brutally
honest of the time, energy and money she had devoted to
controlling, polishing, protecting and defending “my”own private
kingdom. Despite, all their success and commitment to their faith,
she felt challenged to make a bigger difference in life. New revelations
in Kay's journey birthed a mission for the “Aids” epidemic around the
world. This “calling” deeply impacted her faith and family.
It was a high risk defining moment in her life. Kay's dangerous
surrender uncovered shameful thoughts, secret guilt and ugly garbage
that permeated part of her soul. As I read this “must read” book,
I became convicted of my own dark disgrace and dishonor. However,
despite those harsh realities that are common to man, God's
unfathomable mercy and grace says, “I forgive you and love you!”
That is the key and profound offer of Jesus Christ to a broken people
and a fractured world. So, if you decide to visit one of the local
churches in your community, you can start the process of a new
understanding and awareness that only God can reveal. A new and
exciting journey can begin.
As Kay explains, “you will be ready to push back the darkness in
yourself, in your home, in your neighbourhood, in your city, your
country and the world.”
Today is the day to make that change! Contact us and we will
guide you to that new awareness, and to the resources that will pave
your way to a “Dangerous Surrender.”
City Centre Ministry (902-420-1355)
www.citycentreministry.ca
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Can God Be Trusted or Can
Humans Be Trusted?
God is calling people all over the world and says:
bring me your pain, your depression, your guilt,
your shame, your failure, your discouragement and
your addiction. You have some “giants” in your life,
like the bills you can't pay, habits you can't break,
unforgiveness you can't conquer. We have all faced
giants of some sort. Jesus fell three times carrying
the Cross and someone helped Him on his third fall.
We all need a helping hand in this life with its many
challenges. That is precisely why God sent His only
Son as he knew we could never make this life on our
own. There are mountains to climb and the race of
life is hard. Jesus taught us that
we would have troubles in this
world. Sometimes it feels like we
are all alone, but Jesus promised
that he would never forsake us.
What a promise! No matter what
obstacle you face, no matter how
grave the circumstances or
suffering you are enduring, God
is with you.
Jesus also promised that He has overcome this
cursed word. He knows we are sinners and fail. He
will forgive us, once we repent and commit to a new
life in His teaching. Jesus is
our hope in this present
age of injustice and wrong
living. There is a community
in our country named “Hope”,
but there is a new hope each
and everyday for you. Jesus
is the “hope” to overcome
all the burdens you carry. People and institutions
will fail us, but God will judge the ones who have
been unjust. Leave that to Him in His time.
God is full of mercy and grace towards the human
race, but many will reject His offer, and decide to
live like the devil. Jesus did not dispute the reality of
the devil and evil. He invites us to a new life from
the bondage of sin (seven deadly sins) and the
promise of eternal life. There will be no more pain or
suffering, and you will be free from the anchor of
earthly sinful desires. We all have failed and fall short
and no one is deserving of God's gift of freedom in
this life and the life to come. The Cross provides
our passport to a new life and freedom.
It is a difficult thing to trust God with your life and
future, that is why we have to walk by faith. I know
I had proven that I could not be trusted, but with the
power of the Holy Spirit and the life of Jesus in me,
I can be trusted. So can you!

In order to see Jesus, we first need
to let Him look at us!
Pope John Paul II

